Flight Training Program Guide

GET THE COMPETITIVE EDGE

VISIT ATPFlightSchool.com FOR MORE PROGRAMS & CURRENT SPECIALS
Airlne Transport Professionals

ATP provides professional, accelerated flight training at 24 flight schools nationwide. ATP’s Airline Training Programs™ prepare students for airline pilot careers with an emphasis on nationwide flying experience in multi-engine aircraft. Additional flight training courses include ATP Certificates, Multi-Engine Ratings, ATP Written & FEX Written Preps & Exams, and CFIs. When you compare the scale of ATP’s flight training operations to other flight schools, academies, colleges and FBOs, there’s no wonder why ATP is the most respected name in pilot certification.

ATP Facts

- Flight Training: Over 7,000 hours of flight training and nationwide cross-country flight experience per month.
- Certification: Over 3,300 FAA certificates issued annually.
- Training fleet: 143 aircraft. 86 multi-engine, 56 single-engine, 1 Citation Jet. ATP just purchased 5 new Piper Seminoles.
- Flight Training Devices (FTDs): 37 multi-engine FTDs.
- Regional Jet FTDs: 5 CRJ-200 FTDs located in Dallas, Jacksonville, and Phoenix.
- Locations: 24 flight school locations across the U.S.
- Reputation: 70% of ATP’s students are referred by friends.
- Flight Instructors: ATP Flight Instructors are the highest-paid entry-level CFIs in the country, with more multi-engine experience than any other flight instructors of comparable total time. ATP continues to hire CFIs from the Airline Career Pilot Program.
- Mechanics: ATP’s mechanics are the most experienced and highest paid in the flight training industry. On average, each ATP mechanic has been with ATP over five years.

No other flight school, academy, or FBO offers a better value than ATP.
Private Pilot

Executive Private Pilot Program
Glass Cockpit Instrument Rating
Instrument Proficiency Check
Biennial Flight Review

Commercial Pilot
Airline Career Pilot Program
Mountain State University ATP Pilot Operations Degree

Certified Flight Instructor
CFI Program (CFI Initial Multi, Single & Instrument)
Multi-Engine Instructor Rating
Multi-Engine Instrument Instructor Rating
Multi-Engine Instructor and Instrument Instructor Rating

FAA Knowledge Tests
ATP Written Prep & Exam
FEX Written Prep & Exam
Private Written Warm-Up & Exam
Instrument Written Warm-Up & Exam

Multi-Engine Ratings
Private Pilot Multi-Engine Rating
Commercial Multi-Engine Rating

Advanced Jet Training & Airline Prep
Regional Jet Standards Orientation
Regional Jet Standards Certification

Airline Transport Pilot
ATP Certificate
ATP Written and Certificate

Custom Programs
Customized Private, Instrument, and Commercial Finish-Up Programs

More programs and current specials at ATPFlightSchool.com
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Executive Private Pilot Program
ATP offers the best value in Private Pilot Training with fixed cost, set time frame, and unmatched aircraft and instructor availability.

Executive Private Pilot (172, Conventional Panel)...............................$9,995
ATP’s fixed cost includes everything you need to achieve your Private Pilot License in a four month self-paced program or a 60 day full time program.

Executive Private Pilot (DA40 or 172, Glass Cockpit)..........................$12,995
Experience the latest glass cockpit technology found in new aircraft. Upgrade your Private Pilot training to the Garmin G1000-equipped Cessna 172 or Diamond DA40.

Instrument Proficiency Check (IPC)................. Single $895 / Multi $1,995 / 1 Day
Biennial Flight Review (BFR)............................. Single $895 / Multi $1,995 / 1 Day
Conventional 172 and multi-engine Piper Seminole offered at all ATP locations.

Glass Cockpit Instrument Rating
Get your Instrument Rating in ATP’s modern Garmin G1000 aircraft.

Glass Cockpit Instrument Rating.......................... $6,995 / 15 Days
Schedule your training for 15 consecutive days (Fast Track) or in a series of 2-day training sessions (Self-Paced). You can fly weekends or whenever you can fit two full days’ training into your work or school schedule.

Instrument Proficiency Check (IPC)................. Single $895 / Multi $1,995 / 1 Day
Biennial Flight Review (BFR)............................. Single $895 / Multi $1,995 / 1 Day
Conventional 172 and multi-engine Piper Seminole offered at all ATP locations.

Custom Programs
Customized Private, Instrument, and Commercial Finish-Up Programs

More programs and current specials at ATPFlightSchool.com


Designated Pilot Examiners’ fees are not included in the course cost and vary by location. This fee is paid in cash to the examiner at the time of your check ride.
Over 100 Hours Multi-PIC

From Zero Time — Includes Private
- Private Multi & Instrument
- Commercial Multi, Single & Instrument
- Certified Flight Instructor Multi, Single & Instrument
- Nationwide Cross-Country Hotel or ATP Housing Provided
- Housing Available for Reduced Rates

$44,995 90 DAY FAST TRACK
GUARANTEED INSTRUCTOR JOB

$49,995 10 MONTHS OR LESS
FINANCING AVAILABLE

From Private & 85 Hours
- Private Multi & Instrument
- Commercial Multi, Single & Instrument
- Certified Flight Instructor Multi, Single & Instrument
- Nationwide Cross-Country Hotel or ATP Housing Provided
- Housing Available for Reduced Rates

$54,990 150 DAY FAST TRACK
GUARANTEED INSTRUCTOR JOB

$60,990 14 MONTHS OR LESS
FINANCING AVAILABLE

Prices and flight times are subject to change, but not during your training program. Prices may vary at some training centers. Examiners’ fees of approximately $4,000 are not included in the Airline Career Pilot Program price. Logged flight times may vary slightly due to flight check times & other considerations. *Financing available for those who qualify.
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## CFI

### Certified Flight Instructor Program

ATP’s CFI Program provides all ground and flight instruction necessary for the three CFIs. This fast, efficient, and thorough program includes all study materials.

- **CFI Multi**
  - $5,995 / 14 Days

For pilots with less multi-engine experience, ATP offers a 15-Hour CFI Program to meet multi-engine PIC requirements for $6,995.

- **Offered in Atlanta, Fort Lauderdale, Jacksonville, and Las Vegas.**

### Multi-Engine CFI Ratings

These Certified Flight Instructor programs provide all necessary ground and flight instruction required by the Practical Test Standards.

- **Multi-Engine Instructor (MEI)**
  - $1,995 / 2 Days
  - This 2 day course includes two training flights between 1.5 to 2 hours and use of the aircraft for the checkride.
  - Offered at 21 ATP Locations, check ATPFlightSchool.com.

- **Multi-Engine Instructor (MEI) – 15 Hour**
  - $4,495 / 5 Days
  - This 5 day course includes up to 13.5 hours of flight training and the use of the aircraft for the checkride.
  - Offered at All ATP Locations.

- **Multi-Engine Instrument Instructor (II)**
  - $1,995 / 3 Days
  - This 3 day course includes two training flights between 1.5 to 2 hours each and the use of the aircraft for the checkride.
  - Offered at 21 ATP Locations, check ATPFlightSchool.com.

- **Multi-Engine & Instrument Instructor (MEI & II)**
  - $2,995 / 5 Days
  - This 5 day course includes up to 7 hours of flight training and the use of the aircraft for the two checkrides.
  - Offered at All ATP Locations.

- **Multi-Engine & Instrument Instructor (MEI & II) – 15 Hour**
  - $4,695 / 5 Days
  - This 5 day course includes up to 13.5 hours of flight training and use of the aircraft for the two checkrides.
  - Offered at All ATP Locations.

### FAA Knowledge Tests

**Our format is the simplest and easiest to retain.**

### Private/Instrument

Ace your FAA written using ATP’s computerized, half-day written exam primer! After a formal ground school or home-study program, ATP’s primer will help you focus, recall, and apply concepts.

- **Private (PAR)**
  - **Just $150**
  - Half Day
  - for Primer & Exam

- **Instrument (IRA)**
  - **Just $295**
  - 1 Day
  - for Full Prep & Exam

**Offered at 23 ATP Locations, check ATPFlightSchool.com.**

### ATP/FEX

Get your ATP or FEX written for just $200 when combined with any flight program.

- **ATP (ATP 121)**
  - **Just $295**
  - 1 Day
  - for Full Prep & Exam

- **Flight Engineer (FEX)**
  - **Just $150**
  - Half Day
  - for Primer & Exam

**Offered at 23 ATP Locations, check ATPFlightSchool.com.**

- **“Thank you so much for the great experience ATP. I truly feel that I could not have done nearly as well on the test as I did without your courteous and professional staff, along with your ATP study prep course. I am a completely satisfied and happy client. I will (and already have) recommend your study prep course to anyone who is about to take their ATP written. Thank you so much to everyone at your facility who played a part in my success.”**

  Sincerely, Rick Rawlinson
**Multi-Engine Ratings**

**Multi-Engine Training**
ATP’s multi-engine rating program adds multi-engine privileges to your existing Private or Commercial Pilot Certificate. All necessary ground and flight instruction required by the Multi-Engine Practical Test Standards is included.

ATP will send you the “Piper Seminole Training Supplement” before your training. This booklet covers multi-engine aerodynamics, aircraft systems, checklist procedures, flight procedures, weight & balance, and a checkride oral review. All checklists, required charts, instrument approach plates, Piper’s “Seminole Information Manual,” and the Seminole POH will be made available at the flight training center.

**Multi-Engine Rating 10 Hour** ...................................................... $2,995 / 4 Days
This 4 day course provides up to 8.5 hours of flight training and the use of the aircraft for the checkride.

| Offered at All ATP Locations.

**Multi-Engine Rating 15 Hour** ...................................................... $4,495 / 5 Days
This 5 day course provides up to 13.5 hours of flight training and the use of the aircraft for the checkride.

| Offered at All ATP Locations.

**Why Choose ATP for your Multi-Engine Rating?**

**More Experience & More Resources**
ATP provides more multi-engine flight training and certification than any other flight school in the nation. Our aircraft fly over 7,000 hours each month, and more than 3,300 FAA certifications and ratings are achieved by ATP customers each year.

With flight training centers located coast-to-coast, and a fleet of 86 multi-engine Piper Seminoles, ATP is in a unique position to complete your flight training on time, at exactly the advertised cost.

**Standardized Aircraft**
All ATP aircraft feature the exact same avionics suite. All 48 2000-and-later model and 40 refurbished pre-2000 model Piper Seminoles are equipped with an HSI and Garmin GNS-430 moving map GPS.

**Standardized Procedures**
ATP operates within 12 different Flight Standards District Offices (FSDOs), but we use the exact same operating procedures under all jurisdictions. This attests to the quality of training and standardization that we uphold.

**ATP Approved Examiners**
We work with the same Designated Pilot Examiners (DPEs) day in and day out—they are familiar with our standardized training procedures and checklists. This relationship ensures a low-stress checkride, for which you will be extremely well prepared.

**Free Online Training Module**
Learn the basics of multi-engine aerodynamics, engine-out flight characteristics, and performance considerations. ATP trains more pilots to fly twin-engine aircraft than any other flight school or academy. Check out this short online training module to get a glimpse at what your flight training will entail.

ATPFlightSchool.com/IntroFlight

Designated Pilot Examiners’ fees are not included in the course cost and vary by location. This fee is paid in cash to the examiner at the time of your check ride.
### ATP’s Fleet of 5 CRJ-200 FTDs
ATP’s CRJ-200 Flight Training Devices are more than just cockpit procedures trainers. These FTDs fully implement all systems on the CRJ-200 aircraft and have an FAA-approved flight model. Combined with a projection visual system, our FTDs offer maximum realism.

### Highly-Qualified Instructors
Regional airline pilots teach all classroom-style ground school and FTD sessions. They bring you real-world experience from flying the line in modern regional airliners. As a pilot in the Regional Jet programs, you will greatly benefit from the teaching, mentoring, and networking opportunities provided by ATP’s RJ instructors.

### Scheduling & Availability
Classes are offered weekly at most locations. Please call for availability. Schedule at least 30 days in advance to allow adequate time to study before arrival. Scheduling a confirmed class date requires a $995 non-refundable payment towards your course cost. After scheduling, we will send your non-returnable training materials and update your PilotPool.com profile for advanced ranking.

### Get The Competitive Edge
ATP’s Regional Jet programs prepare you for airline interviews and airline training. The courses use the CRJ-200 as the base aircraft, but you will learn principles common to many modern jet and turbo prop airliners such as Bombardier and Embraer Regional Jets. Your Regional Jet program will give you the competitive edge with reduced hiring minimums, and increased visibility to airline recruiters on PilotPool.com

### Advanced Jet Training
Regional Jet Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regional Jet Programs Compared</th>
<th>4-Day Orientation</th>
<th>7-Day Certification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRJ-200 FTD Experience*</td>
<td>12 hours</td>
<td>24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Center Locations</td>
<td>DFW, JAX, PHX</td>
<td>DFW, JAX, PHX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Materials
- Regional Jet Training Manual
- CRJ-200 Cockpit Poster for Practicing Flows
- FMS Demo CD
- Normal Procedures, Flows & Profiles
- Emergency Procedures, Flows & Profiles

### Ground School
- Jets 101 - Intro to Jet Systems and Turbine Engines
- Internet-Based Training CRJ-200 Systems Ground School
- Classroom-Based CRJ-200 Systems Ground School

### Sim Sessions
- Practice CRM Using Airline-Style Callouts
- Practice Using EFS, ECAS, Autopilot & FMS Programming
- Practice Normal Procedures, Flows & Profiles
- Practice Emergency Procedures, Flows & Profiles

### Airline Placement
- Reduced Hiring Minimums with American Eagle*
- Free Refresher Program within 1 Year of Completion*
- Interview Prep incl. Part 121 Regulations Review & CD
- Advanced Ranking on PilotPool.com

### Pricing
- 4-Day Orientation: $2,495
- 7-Day Certification: $4,995

### Locations
- **Phoenix** (Mesa, AZ)
- **Dallas** (Arlington, TX)
- **Jacksonville** (Ponte Vedra Beach, FL)

### Interview with American Eagle at 500 TT & 100 ME with ATP’s RJ Programs
**Reduced Minimums**
Based on your performance in training, ATP’s recommendation makes you eligible for reduced minimums with American Eagle at 500 TT and 100 ME. Plus, RJ Program graduates go to the top of the list on PilotPool.com for all airlines.

### Free Refresher
Don’t wait – complete your 7-Day Regional Jet Standards Certification program now, and return for your free refresher right before your interview or airline ground school.

---

Times are approximate. Prices are subject to change. *For more information visit ATPFlightSchool.com
Custom Programs

Customized Commercial Finish Up Programs

Already started your flight training? Finish with ATP and receive credit for previous training and experience.

- Private Finish-Up
- Instrument Rating Finish-Up
- Commercial Finish-Up

For a custom quote, please call 800-ALL-ATPS (800-255-2877) or email admissions@allatps.com. An instructor will provide you a form of flight time and experience questions from which we will prepare a customized program quote.

“I am extremely grateful for the training that your company has provided...I under-estimated the level of effort that would be required to get the FAA signed up to the custom program designed by you. Please accept and pass on my sincerest thanks to all the kind folks who have taken part in pulling this off — they may not all realize that the prize for me is F-35 flight time, which will likely prove to be the highlight of my career as a professional test pilot.

I will be back for more once the ink dries on my ATP. Meanwhile, happy flying to you all.”

— Peter Wilson, Lead STOVL Test Pilot, F-35 Lightning II
Maximize the value of your training at ATP with exclusive access to get in front of airline recruiters.

FREE for ATP Graduates

- Get a FREE pilot profile with helpful pre-loading of ATP flight time
- Target the specific airlines you want to fly for
- Compare your ranking and project when you’ll meet minimums

Whether you’re airline qualified or working towards it, PilotPool.com will get you in front of airline recruiters. This is the first pilot recruitment tool of its kind. We allow airlines to visualize the pilot training pipeline, predict pilot supply, and begin recruitment earlier in your qualification process. With ATP’s Regional Jet programs, you gain advanced ranking over pilots without it.

More Online Resources

ATPFlightSchool.com/Placements
Follow ATP students & instructors who advance to the next steps in their professional pilot careers.

PilotJobs.com
Get Inside information, news, and analysis on ATP’s exclusive blog. Access hiring data, minimum qualifications, and compare pay and domiciles.